The long-term support from the following endowments are managed by the Board of Regents and the Nevada System of Higher Education and allows the University to initiate pioneering research, develop stronger teaching programs, invest in new technologies, make commitments to attract or retain senior faculty, and maintain the library, laboratories and other physical assets.

A
- Thomas M. Abraham Library Endowment
- Advertising Association of Northern Nevada (A2NN2) Foundation Journalism Scholarship Endowment
- Fred M. Anderson Jr., M.D. Memorial Endowment
- Anonymous Endowment
- Anthropology Research Museum Endowment
- Atmospherium Endowment

B
- John A. Bailey Professional Expectancy Award Endowment in Counseling
- George M. Basta Men's Basketball Recruiting Endowment
- George and Harriet Basta Medical Science Equipment Endowment
- Beckwith Memorial Endowment
- Carolyn Beckwith Endowment
- Robert P. Bick and Lucile M. Bick Endowment
- George G. Bierkamper Graduate Student Research Fellowship Endowment
- Block N Endowment
- Richard R. Blarton Award Endowment for Overall Excellence in Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences

C
- Helen Coe Carter Endowment for Medical Research
- J.E. Church Endowment

D
- Frances E. Dant Endowment

E
- Patti Egger Endowment
- Ronald H. Einstoss Memorial Endowment
- Eldorado Hotel/Alumni Football Endowment
- William J. and Effie E. Engel COBA Endowment

F
- James Fasules Endowment
- Alseno and Louise Oppio Fenech Memorial Endowment
- Lincoln and Meta Fitzgerald Endowment
- Fleischmann-Ladino Dairy Endowment
- Robert Lardin Fulton Lecture Endowment
- R.C. Fuson Lectureship Endowment in Chemistry
- Reynolds Clayton Fuson Endowment

G
- Louella Rhodes Garvey Endowment
- Noble H. Getchell Endowment
- William E. Goodfellow Endowment
- Samuel A. Goudsmit Memorial Lectureship Endowment
- Daniel and Elizabeth M. Grant Memorial Endowment

H
- Gerald and Mabel Hartley/Mackay School of Mines Library Endowment
- Sara Louise Hartman Historic Preservation Endowment
- Sara Louise Hartman Memorial Endowment

I
- Charles Haseman Memorial Endowment
- Albert and Emily Hilliard Memorial Endowment
- August and Emma Frisch Holmes Chemistry Memorial Endowment
- Emma Elizabeth Frisch Holmes Memorial Endowment
- George H. Hopkins Endowment
- Beverly and Clint Howard Endowment
- S. Frank Hunt Endowment
- Jim Hunter Memorial Endowment

J
- Irreducible Fund Endowment

K
- Daniel Jackling Endowment No. 2
- Charles S. Jensen Endowment
- Mamie Kleberg Endowed Chair in Historic Preservation
- Kratter Chair in Geriatric Medicine Endowment

L
- Guy L. Leonard Memorial Endowment in English and Physics
- Guy L. Leonard Memorial Endowment in Philosophy
- Louis E. Lombardi, M.D. Endowed Professorship in Family Medicine

M
- Mackay Endowment
- Gordon Macmillan School of Veterinary Medicine Endowment
- H. Edward Manville, Jr. Endowed Chair for Internal Medicine
- George T. Marve and Marie D. Marve Endowment
- Melton-Gannett Endowment
- Vaughn N. Minas Scholarship Endowment

N
- NEH Endowment for Western Traditions
- Lucy Nieder Endowment No. 2
- Ninety Thousand Acre Grant Endowment

O
- Daniel A. and Edith E. O'Keefe Mackay School of Mines Endowment

P
- Vail Pittman Memorial Endowment

R
- Margaret Elizabeth Rousseau Endowment for Historical Research
- David Russell Endowment
- Robin Ryser Memorial Research Endowment in Psychology

S
- Dr. V.A. Salvadorini Endowment for Excellence in Pathology
- Savitt Medical School Library Endowment
- Savitt Journalism Gift Endowment
- Bertha Standfast Morrill Hall & Scholarship Endowment
- Charles H. Stout Endowment
- Streeter Science Writing Award Endowment

V
- Von Tobel Endowment

W
- Olin W. Ward Scholarship Endowment
- Donald R. Warren Endowment
- Seneca C. and Mary B. Weeks Professorship Endowment
- George S. Weiss, M.D. Family Practice Endowment
- Juanita White Endowment for Enrichment Programs